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I spent my 6 month exchange living in Tubingen, a small picturesque city in South-West 
Germany, and loved my time there.  I had always wanted my exchange to be a German 
speaking country as I already had some basic language knowledge and Tubingen attracted me 
as it was a similar sort of size to Dunedin, labelled as a student city and also positioned quite 
centrally in Europe and near Stuttgart international airport which made it ideal for travel. 
 
Courses 
I registered for the pre-semester START-Kurs offered aimed at new exchange students, to 
help them with language and to settle in Tubingen. I would highly recommend the START-
kurs as it helped me meet most of the people who became my good friends and get to know 
the town and surrounding area. I thought the course was really good value as included lots of 
trips and activities such as an action filled day trip to Konstanz in Switzerland. My German 
level was pretty minimal before leaving to Europe, but I’d taken GERM101 at Otago and was 
glad of these basic skills. It was intimidating to find on arrival that most other exchange 
students were all at a much higher language level, as many of them studied German as a major 
subject. During START course each morning was language lessons and then in the afternoons 
activities such as a tour around the university buildings, sessions to set up university 
computers or a trip paddling down the Neckar River. One of the very useful things the course 
offered was lots of help with the Matriculation process which is basically registration and 
course sign up in Germany. There are quite a few offices to visit (all with ridiculously 
inconvenient office hours which you may encounter quite a bit in Germany!) and various 
official signatures and letters you need, but having it all explained in Start course made 
everything pretty straightforward. Although not all of the activities we did were interesting 
and it meant getting up in the mornings for 2 weeks, Start course was definitely instrumental 
in helping me enjoy my time in Tubingen. Once the course finished I was surprised to find that 
although the semester had officially started most of my courses did not have their first classes 
for about 2 more weeks. This is something I wish I had realised earlier as I would have 
planned to do some more travelling during this time. Instead I spent most of this time hanging 
out in Tubingen and meeting lots more new people.    
In terms of actual academic courses I took a workload of mainly classes offered by the DAF 
(German as a foreign language) department, who had plenty of options depending on your 
language level. I also took one biochemistry science paper, taught in English, as a requirement 
for my degree programme in Otago.                                        
 
Scholarship/Accommodation 
I was lucky enough to receive the Baden-Wurttemberg Scholarship, after filling out the 
application given to me by my exchange advisor. This meant that instead of being given 
accommodation in the usual way I was placed in the Prinz Karl building with other 
scholarship holders. The building had a great location right in the centre of the old town 
(close to supermarkets, bars and the university buildings) and was warm and comfortable. As 
well as having rent paid for us there were various activities organised for the students living 
here (about 20 of us) and the by the end of the semester there was a great family/community 
feel in the building. Other students I knew were placed in apartment buildings throughout the 
old town or out of town in WHO. Wherever you end up I’m sure you’ll have a good time and 
hopefully a couple of friendly housemates, so don’t stress too much about accommodation.  
 
 
Cost/Banking 



Germany was a very reasonable place to do my exchange as the price of food (and alcohol!) in 
supermarkets is fairly low. The supermarket closest to me was Edeka and although 
convenient it was more expensive than the bigger Kaufland and Rewe slightly out of town. I 
would also really recommend buying fresh produce from the Flohmarket which happens 
every other weekend or so. The flohmarkt is also a great place to pick up cheap furniture 
items for your room, costumes for the next theme party, cheap bikes (though maybe get a 
mechanic to check them first) and almost anything else you could wish for at bargain prices. 
The location and dates are normally advertised on poster around town or give it a google. 
Even eating/drinking out was not particularly expensive, especially at the many doner kebab 
takeaways around town (kalender near the Hauptbahnhof does 2euro doner Mondays and the 
most amazing doner pizza cheap on Sundays).  
I opened up an account with Sparkasse soon after arriving and despite the mounds of 
paperwork it was actually pretty straightforward. Be aware that often in restaurants or cafes 
it is preferable to pay with cash, so don’t end up stuck with only 50euro notes in your pocket. 
The most money I spent while in Germany was probably on weekends travelling as this was 
one of my priorities while in Europe.  
 
Transport 
The bus system in Tubingen is in general pretty good. Buses run in all directions around the 
city, with the main bus station at the Tubingen Hauptbahnhof. Individual rides on the bus are 
expensive, around 2 euro, but for students there is a semester ticket offered for 75 euros 
giving unlimited use of the buses, plus discounts on regional train and bus tickets (including 
transport to Stuttgart airport). Although it might seem like a big investment I would 
recommend getting this semester ticket, especially if you live out of town in the WHO as you 
will end up using the buses a lot every day. To be honest I never saw ticket checkers in the 
Tubingen buses but then again I did not tend to use the buses much as I lived in the centre of 
town. I knew people who were caught and the fine was 40euros. Annoyingly if you loose the 
little cardboard semester ticket there is no way to have it replaced, so try to keep it safe! 
There is an app called Naldo that can be useful in finding which buses will take you to your 
destination although often the times were not correct. Buses run later on Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday nights which is handy for getting home but there is a dead couple of hours 2am-
6am where you’re probably better off calling a taxi. 
 
Some of the best weekend travelling that I did was using a flight deal with the company 
German Wings. The deal is called Blind Bookings and for 66 euros you buy return flights to an 
unknown destination within Europe. There are a couple of lists of possible destinations to 
select from and you normally end up somewhere cool, a fun way to plan group trips when no 
one can decide where they want to go. 
There are also lots of day trips you can make from Tubingen using the DB trains, although be 
aware of train strikes which can occur without much warning. It takes about an hour into 
Stuttgart, with trains going a few times an hour, and will cost you around 12 euro. A cheaper 
option when using the trains is to get a group of people together and buy a Baden-
Wurttemberg group ticket, which can be used as many times as you want during the day and 
means you can travel much further afield.  
All major german bus companies operate through Tubingen Hbf and it’s possible to get very 
cheap bus tickets if you book in advance with lines like Flixbus or Ferienbus. All the buses I 
took were very comfortable with wifi and power sockets, making it a good and very cost-
effective way to travel around Germany, if a little slower than the train.  
Another transport option worth mentioning is ridesharing sites like Blablacar and 
Mitfahrgelegenheit, There were lots of rides offered out of Tubingen, especially on Fridays 
when many students return home for the weekend, and I found it a great way to travel as you 
can also practice your German and maybe make a new friend on the ride. 
 



Nightlife 
Tubingen may be a small city but caters well to it’s large population of students with 
numerous bars dotted around the old town as well as the infamous student bar out in WHO – 
Kuckkuck. This small low ceiling-d and red lit bar is well known for it’s 1euro Erasmus shots 
and for being open every single night of the week. The location is great if you live in WHO but 
apart from that I’d say there isn’t much else going for it and you are better off heading into 
town for a drink, though many an Erasmus Saturday night will invariably end here. 
In the old town are many small bars, often known as Kellers (cellar) due to being 
underground in stone/lined rooms. My recommendations would be Asmara on a Monday 
night (win free cocktails by rolling dice), Wednesday night to Jazz Keller for a jam session or 
Top10 for student night (spinning dance floor and all drinks half price), Thursday at Clubhaus 
(each week a different university department puts on a party), Friday for a chilled out beer 
and game of scrabble in Wohnzimmer and Saturday at the newly opened Schwarzer Schaf on 
the corner of the old town. Other honourable mentions go to Butterbrezel, Schloss café, 
Stadtpost, Last Resort and Shooters (it’s rumoured if you order every shot on their menu 
they’ll let you create your own!). I always meant to travel to Stuttgart for a night but never got 
round to it, they sometimes have pretty good electronic music nights and tickets are cheap if 
you buy advance.  
 
Events/Festivals 
Depending on whether you are in Tubingen for winter or summer semester you will hear 
about either Wasen (September) or Fruhlingsfest (April) occurring in Stuttgart. If you’ve 
heard or seen pictures from the famous Munich Oktoberfest then you can picture these beer 
festivals, celebrating either the autumn or the spring. Each runs for about a month which 
gives plenty of time for a visit or two, especially when so easily accessible with the train. It’s a 
great fun day out with a group of friends, drink from a huge stein of beer in one of the many 
brewery tents,  join in raucous German drinking songs, eat traditional bratwurst off the huge 
bbqs and spend more money than you meant to on the countless fairground rides, games and 
candy stalls. I had previously been to Munich Oktoverfest and think that Stuttgart had 
everything Munich has but in a smaller, much less crowded area, with less tourists and 
slightly lower prices. Be aware almost everyone will be wearing the traditional dress of a 
dirndl for women or lederhosen for men, and although I wouldn’t recommend buying a real 
dirndl for 100s of euros cheap costumes can be found on amazon or ebay and make a great 
souvenir to take home. 
While I was there in Winter semester Tubingen was also host to some wonderful markets 
such as the Umbrian-Provençal with delicious frnehc and Italian food, the Schokomarkt with 
hundreds of  delicious free samples and of course the very typical Weinachtsmarkt (Christmas 
market). These spring up in the cobbled street sof the old town and are lovely to wander 
round on sunny afternoons or even better on cold dark winter evenings with a mug of hot 
gluwein. In early February there is a very weird event called Fasching where the Germans 
dress up in terrifying outfits and parade the streets scaring away the winter. I’m sure the 
summer semester would have just as many unique events. 
A university organisation called StudIT runs events and trips throughout the year aimed at 
new and international students and I would recommend these low cost activities, even if they 
are not always the most organised! Their ski trip that normally takes place in January is 
definitely the cheapest option if you are keen to try out the European slopes and a lot of fun.  
 
 
I loved my time in Tubingen and hope you will too, if you have any questions or want more 
details about a certain aspect of life while on exchange then feel free to contact me!  
 


